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The Three Cornered World Natsume Soseki
Japan's beloved literary masterpiece brought to life in manga form! Soseki Natsume's
comic masterpiece, I Am a Cat, satirizes the foolishness of upper-middle-class
Japanese society in early 20th century Tokyo. Written with biting wit and sardonic
perspective, it follows the whimsical adventures of a rather cynical stray kitten. He finds
his way into the home of an English teacher, where his running commentary on the
follies and foibles of the people around him has been making readers laugh for more
than a century. This is the very first manga edition in English of this classic piece of
Japanese literature. The story lends itself well to a graphic novel format, allowing
readers to pick up on the more subtle cues of the expressive cat, while also being
immersed in the world of his perceptive narration. It is true to classic manga form, and
is read back to front. The cast of characters includes: Kushami—His master, who is not
good at his job and quite stupid The Kenedas—A conceited couple with a spoiled
daughter Meitei—Kushami's friend who is fond of jokes and tall tales A group of local
cats including lovely Mikeko, and violent Kuro Beautifully illustrated by Japanese artist
Chiroru Kobato, this edition provides a visual, entertaining look at a unique period in
Japan's history—filled with cultural and societal changes, rapid modernization and a
feeling of limitless possibility—through the eyes of an unlikely narrator.
Arriving in Seattle on the eve of World War II, Japanese-born Mitsuko falls for Tom, a
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widowed pastor, and becomes surrogate mother to his fair-haired American toddler,
Bill. But the bombing of Pearl Harbor strains the newly formed family as U.S.
government mandates and Tom’s growing discomfort with all things Japanese force
Mitsuko and young Bill to leave Seattle and Tom behind for the Minidoka Internment
Camp, unsure if they will ever return. Two decades later, memories of Minidoka and
long-lost Mitsuko haunt Bill, sparking an arduous journey that leads him from Seattle’s
International District to newly reconstructed Japan to find his Japanese mother and
learn the truth about their shared past. Jay Rubin is one of the foremost English-
language translators of Japanese literature. He is best known for his numerous
translations of works by Haruki Murakami, Japan’s leading contemporary novelist, and
the study Haruki Murakami and the Music of Words. Most recently, he has translated
the first two books of Murakami’s bestselling novel, 1Q84. In addition, Rubin’s Making
Sense of Japanese remains one the widely used guides to Japanese language studies.
Jay Rubin received his PhD in Japanese literature from the University of Chicago and
taught at Harvard University and the University of Washington. He lives near Seattle
with his wife.
"This study of modern Japan engages the fields of art history, literature, and cultural
studies, seeking to understand how the “beautiful woman” (bijin) emerged as a symbol
of Japanese culture during the Meiji period (1868–1912). With origins in the formative
period of modern Japanese art and aesthetics, the figure of the bijin appeared across a
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broad range of visual and textual media: photographs, illustrations, prints, and literary
works, as well as fictional, critical, and journalistic writing. It eventually constituted a
genre of painting called bijinga (paintings of beauties).Aesthetic Life examines the
contributions of writers, artists, scholars, critics, journalists, and politicians to the
discussion of the bijin and to the production of a national discourse on standards of
Japanese beauty and art. As Japan worked to establish its place in the world, it actively
presented itself as an artistic nation based on these ideals of feminine beauty. The
book explores this exemplary figure for modern Japanese aesthetics and analyzes how
the deceptively ordinary image of the beautiful Japanese woman—an iconic image that
persists to this day—was cultivated as a “national treasure,” synonymous with
Japanese culture."
A Collection of Thoughts, Sayings and Meditations on the Way of the Samurai "It is said
that what is called "the spirit of an age" is something to which one cannot return. That
this spirit gradually dissipates is due to the world's coming to an end. For this reason,
although one would like to change today's world back to the spirit of one hundred years
or more ago, it cannot be done. Thus it is important to make the best out of every
generation." — Tsunetomo Yamamoto, Hagakure: The Book of the Samurai A formerly
secret text known only to the Samurai, Hagakure is a classic text on Bushido--the Way
of the Warrior. More than just a handbook for battle, Hagakure is a text that filled with
teachings that still apply in business, political and social situations today. This Xist
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Classics edition has been professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of
contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion
questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues
and can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.
"An elegiac prose celebration . . . a classic in its genre."—Publishers Weekly In this
acclaimed travel memoir, Donald Richie paints a memorable portrait of the island-
studded Inland Sea. His existential ruminations on food, culture, and love and his
brilliant descriptions of life and landscape are a window into an Old Japan that has now
nearly vanished. Included are the twenty black and white photographs by Yoichi
Midorikawa that accompanied the original 1971 edition. Donald Richie (1924–2013)
was an internationally recognized expert on Japanese culture and film. Yoichi
Midorikawa (1915–2001) was one of Japan's foremost nature photographers.
"Edward Fowler contributed to the editing of this translation."
In these rare personal essays, Soseki defines the role of art in light of the isolation of
the modern world. Each essay includes personal anecdotes that act as allegories about
the fate of Japan. In her introduction, Soseki expert Dr. Inger Sigrun Brodey masterfully
unravels the complexities of the two essays.
"Japan's preeminent modern novelist, Natsume Sôseki (1867-1916), may be better
known for his works of fiction Kokoro, Botchan, and I Am a Cat, than for his last novel,
Meian, uncompleted at his death, which remains something of an enigma -- a neglected
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masterpiece. A simple plot summary doesn't do it justice: the marriage of Tsuda and O-
Nobu is threatened when Kobayashi and others begin dropping hints about another
woman. Tsuda departs on a trip to rendezvous with the woman in question, Kiyoko, his
former fiancée. The novel is a study of human character, a marriage tested, and what it
means to be an individual in the modern world." -- Amazon.com
The absorbing, comprehensive story of an absolutely unique experiment in classical
music, involving many key figures of the Dada and Surrealist movements Les Six were
a group of talented composers who came together in a unique collaboration that has
never been matched in classical music, and here their remarkable story is told for the
first time. A musical experiment originally conceived by Erik Satie and then built upon
by Jean Cocteau, Les Six were also born out of the shock of the German invasion of
France in 1914—an avant-garde riposte to German romanticism and Wagnerism. Les
Six were all—and still are—respected in music circles, but under the aegis of Cocteau,
they found themselves moving among a whole new milieu: the likes of Picasso, René
Clair, Blaise Cendrars, and Maurice Chevalier all appear in the story. But the story of
Les Six goes on long after the heyday of Bohemian Paris—the group never officially
disbanded and it was only in the last 20 years that the last member died; moreover,
their spouses, descendents, and associates are still active, ensuring that the
remarkable legacy of this unique group survives.
These two works on life's fleeting pleasures are by Buddhist monks from medieval
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Japan, but each shows a different world-view. In the short memoir Hôjôki, Chômei
recounts his decision to withdraw from worldly affairs and live as a hermit in a tiny hut in
the mountains, contemplating the impermanence of human existence. Kenko, however,
displays a fascination with more earthy matters in his collection of anecdotes, advice
and observations. From ribald stories of drunken monks to aching nostalgia for the
fading traditions of the Japanese court, Essays in Idleness is a constantly surprising
work that ranges across the spectrum of human experience. Meredith McKinney's
excellent new translation also includes notes and an introduction exploring the spiritual
and historical background of the works. Chômei was born into a family of Shinto priests
in around 1155, at at time when the stable world of the court was rapidly breaking up.
He became an important though minor poet of his day, and at the age of fifty, withdrew
from the world to become a tonsured monk. He died in around 1216. Kenkô was born
around 1283 in Kyoto. He probably became a monk in his late twenties, and was also
noted as a calligrapher. Today he is remembered for his wise and witty aphorisms,
'Essays in Idleness'. Meredith McKinney, who has also translated Sei Shonagon's The
Pillow Book for Penguin Classics, is a translator of both contemporary and classical
Japanese literature. She lived in Japan for twenty years and is currently a visitng fellow
at the Australian National University in Canberra. '[Essays in Idleness is] a most
delightful book, and one that has served as a model of Japanese style and taste since
the 17th century. These cameo-like vignettes reflect the importance of the little, fleeting
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futile things, and each essay is Kenko himself' Asian Student
Selected interviews with the American writer shares his observations on his life and
career, politics, Civil Rights, and the role of the artist
Three Cornered WorldRegnery Publishing
Roman.
A wandering artist arrives at a nearly deserted hotel and becomes intent on painting its
enigmatic hostess, but finds that impossible until he has solved the mystery of her life
A young artist wanders the countryside as part of an experiment to observe
everything around him, including people, from a detached aesthetic perspective
similar to that of the artists and poets of the past, in a new translation of a classic
novel by an author considered the father of modern Japanese fiction. Original.
"A Japanese writer of genius."—Japan Quarterly Soseki Natsume is considered to
be one of Japan's most beloved and respected authors. And Then is ranked as
one of his most insightful and stirring novels. Daisuke, the protagonist, is a man
in his twenties who is struggling with his personal purpose and identity as well as
the changing social landscape of Meiji-era Japan. As Japan enters the Twentieth
Century, ancient customs give way to western ideals, and Daisuke works to
resolve his feelings of disconnection and abandonment during this time of
change. Thanks to his father's wealth, Daisuke has the luxury of having time to
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develop his philosophies and ruminate on their meaning while remaining
intellectually aloof from traditional Japanese culture and the demands of growing
industrialization. Then Daisuke's life takes an unexpected turn when he is
reunited with his college friend and his sickly wife. At first, Daisuke's stoicism
allows him to act according to his intellect, but his intellectual fortress begins to
show its vulnerabilities as his emotions start to hold greater sway over his inner
life. Daisuke must now weigh his choices in a culture that has always operated
on the razor's edge of societal obligation and personal freedom.
A stunning new English translation—the first in more than forty years—of a major
novel by the father of modern Japanese fiction Natsume Soseki's
Kusamakura—meaning “grass pillow”—follows its nameless young artist-narrator
on a meandering walking tour of the mountains. At the inn at a hot spring resort,
he has a series of mysterious encounters with Nami, the lovely young daughter of
the establishment. Nami, or "beauty," is the center of this elegant novel, the still
point around which the artist moves and the enigmatic subject of Soseki's word
painting. In the author's words, Kusamakura is "a haiku-style novel, that lives
through beauty." Written at a time when Japan was opening its doors to the rest
of the world, Kusamakura turns inward, to the pristine mountain idyll and the
taciturn lyricism of its courtship scenes, enshrining the essence of old Japan in a
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work of enchanting literary nostalgia.
This book examines the reception of British Romanticism in India and East Asia
(including China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan). Building on recent scholarship on
“Global Romanticism”, it develops a reciprocal, cross-cultural model of
scholarship, in which “Asian Romanticism” is recognized as itself an important
part of the Romantic literary tradition. It explores the connections between
canonical British Romantic authors (including Austen, Blake, Byron, Shelley, and
Wordsworth) and prominent Asian writers (including Natsume S?seki,
Rabindranath Tagore, and Xu Zhimo). The essays also challenge Eurocentric
assumptions about reception and periodization, exploring how, since the early
nineteenth century, British Romanticism has been creatively adapted and
transformed by Asian writers.
This book offers a new approach to dealing with Murakami's radical narrative
project by demonstrating how his first and later trilogies utilize the structure of the
simulacrum, a second-order representation, to develop a complex critique of
contemporary Japanese culture.
A murderer discovers his true nature from a talking infant, a samurai is frustrated
in his attempts to meditate, and a dying man bestows his hat on a friend in these
surrealistic short stories. The dream-like, open-ended tales by the father of
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Japanese modernist literature offer thought-provoking reflections on fear, death,
and loneliness. Their settings range from the Meiji period of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century, the era in which the tales were written, to the
prehistoric Age of the Gods; the twelfth-century Kamakura period, in which the
samurai class emerged; and the remote future. A scholar of British literature,
author Natsume S?seki (1867–1916) was also a composer of haiku, kanshi, and
fairy tales. The stories of Ten Nights Dreaming, which were originally published
as a newspaper serial, constitute milestones of Japanese fantasy. Like S?seki's
other writings, they have had a profound effect on readers, writers, and
filmmakers. This edition features an expert new English translation by Matt
Treyvaud, who has translated the story "The Cat's Grave" for this work as well.
From a Three-Cornered World presents 60 poems by James Mitsui, 25 of them
new. His poetry has, over two decades time and three previous volumes,
asserted a strong and significant voice within the growing tradition of Asian
American literature. Mitsuis poems contain a family history of immigration to the
Pacific Northwest from Japan and the assimilation of American culture over three
generations, including the relocation of Japanese Americans during World War II.
His vignettes of family life are gems of bittersweet humor and tenacious affection,
revealing a deft and earthly poetic charm. Mitsui ranges over many subjects and
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deals with major themes in language that is spare yet lyrical, expressing historical
insight in profoundly moving imagery.
The most internationally acclaimed Japanese author of the twentieth century, Yukio
Mishima (1925–70) was a prime candidate for the Nobel Prize. But the prolific author
shocked the world in 1970 when he attempted a coup d’état that ended in his suicide
by ritual disembowelment. In this radically new analysis of Mishima’s extraordinary life,
Damian Flanagan deviates from the stereotypical depiction of a right-wing nationalist
and aesthete, presenting the author instead as a man in thrall to the modern world
while also plagued by hidden neuroses and childhood trauma that pushed him toward
his explosive final act. Flanagan argues that Mishima was a man obsessed with the
concepts of time and “emperor,” and reveals how these were at the heart of his
literature and life. Untangling the distortions in the writer’s memoirs, Flanagan traces
the evolution of Mishima’s attempts to master and transform his sexuality and artistic
persona. While often perceived as a solitary protest figure, Mishima, Flanagan shows,
was very much in tune with postwar culture—he took up bodybuilding and became a
model and actor in the 1950s, adopted the themes of contemporary political scandals in
his work, courted English translators, and became influenced by the student protests
and hippie subculture of the late 1960s. A groundbreaking reevaluation of the author,
this succinct biography paints a revealing portrait of Mishima’s life and work.
In Kanbunmyaku: The Literary Sinitic Context and the Birth of Modern Japanese
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Language and Literature, Saito Mareshi demonstrates the centrality of kanbun and
kanshi in the creation of modern literary Japanese and problematizes the modern
antagonism between kanbun and Japanese.
First published as Nihyaku Toka in 1906, The 210th Day is published here for the first
time in English. Focusing on two strongly contrasting characters, Kei and Roku, as they
attempt to climb the rumbling Mount Aso as it threatens to erupt, it is a celebration of
personal experience and subjective reaction to an event in the author's life. During their
progress up the mountain—where they encounter a storm on the 210th day (the lunar
calendar day traditionally associated with typhoons)—and during a stopover at an inn
along the way, Roku, the main protagonist, banters with Kei about his background,
behavior and his reaction to the things they see. Kei surprises his easy–going friend by
advocating a radical social agenda. Written almost entirely in the form of an extended
dialogue, carried over several episodes, the book reveals Soseki's gift for the striking
image and his vivid imagination, as well as his talent for combining Eastern and
Western genres—the Western auto–biography and the Japanese traditional literary
diary—into a work with a unified theme and atmosphere. In his Introduction to the book,
Dr Marvin Marcus, Associate Professor of Japanese Language and Literature at
Washington University, provides insight into Soseki's life and work.
Originally published as Garusudo no Uchi in daily serialization in the Asahi newspaper
in 1915, before appearing in book form, this is the first time Inside My Glass Doors has
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been published in English. It is a moving literary reminiscence, a collection of thirty-nine
autobiographical essays penned a year before the author's death. Written in the genre
of shohin (little items), the personal vignettes provide a kaleidoscopic view of Natsume
Soseki's private world and shed light on his concerns as a novelist. Readers are at
once ushered into Soseki's book-lined study, in his residence in Kikui-cho, as he muses
on his present situation and reflects on the past. The story is filled with flashbacks to
Soseki's youth-his classmates, his family, and his old neighborhood-as well as
episodes from the more recent past, all related in considerable detail. There are his
characteristic ruminations about his physical well-being, and from the quiet spaces
inside the glass doors of his study, he also calmly observes the clamorous state of the
world outside. The essays in this book, crafted with extraordinary subtlety and
psychological depth, reflect the work of a great author at the height of his powers.
Yi Chung-jun's haunting and disturbing novel is set in the 1950s after the Korean War in
the remote south of the country, home of the traditional art of pansori singing, a moving
and plangently beautiful style of folk song performed by traveling musicians. The linked
stories center on a family of itinerant singers: a boy and his stepfather and half-sister.
Believing that his stepfather caused his mother's death, the boy cannot live with the
murderous hatred he feels towards him, so he disappears, leaving father and daughter
to travel and perform alone. Believing her art can become elevated to the highest
standard only by sensory deprivation, the father is said to have blinded the child.
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Thereafter, she becomes a legendary performer throughout the land. Years later the
half-brother arrives in a village and finds his sister in a tavern. He asks her to sing for
him, and with his drum accompaniment the two perform pansori songs throughout the
night—though never explicitly acknowledging their relationship. So begins an
unforgettable chain of events in one of the strangest and most haunting of novels
exploring themes such as forgiveness, the redemptive power of art, and modern man's
loss of innocence and alienation from traditional values—the values at the heart of
Seopyeonje. A magic-realist gem, the novel employs epic myth and fantasy to create a
fusion of the real and the fantastic. Yi Chung-jun's story has attained near-mythical
status in South Korea, especially with the acclaimed and award-winning film of the
novel breaking box-office records on its release in the 1990s.
A companion to the popular YouTube series "Brian Rutenberg Studio Visits" and a love
letter to painting, written by a painter.
This collection presents the prolific imagination of Soseki Natsume, Japan's all-time
most beloved author. Ranging from humor to profound maturity, the works in this
volume offer the full spectrum of Soseki's genius. They are among Soseki’s best, and
brilliantly display his temperament and thought, the richness of his humor, and the
sureness of his satirical touch. Ten Nights of Dream comprises a collection of ten short
stories of dreams. Couched in a surrealistic atmosphere, they reveal the attitudes of a
major writer at a turning point in his career.
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In 1900, Soseki came to England as a foreign student for three years. When he returned to
Japan he wrote the volume of stories known as 'The Tower of London': a witty, vividly
experienced account of his visit.
The first major biography of Glenn Gould to stress the critical influence of the Canadian context
on his life and art Glenn Gould was not, as has previously been suggested, an isolated and
self-taught eccentric who burst out of nowhere onto the international musical scene in the
mid-1950s. He was, says Kevin Bazzana in this fascinating new full-scale biography, very
much a product of his time and place – and his entire life and diverse work reflect his Canadian
heritage. Bazzana, editor of the international Glenn Gould magazine, throws fresh light on this
and many other aspects of Gould’s celebrated life as a pianist, writer, broadcaster, and
composer. He portrays Gould’s upbringing in Toronto’s neighbourhood of The Beach in the
1930s, revealing the area’s influence as a distinct social, religious, and cultural milieu. He
looks at the impact of Canadian radio on the young musician, his relations with the “new
music” crowd in Toronto, and the ways in which his career was furthered by the extraordinary
growth of Canada’s cultural institutions in the 1950s. He examines Gould’s place within the
CBC “culture” of the 1960s and ‘70s, and his distinctly Canadian sense of humour. Bazanna
also reveals new information on Gould’s famous eccentricities, his sometimes bizarre stage
manner, his highly selective repertoire, his control mania, his private and sexual life, his
hypochondria, his romanticism, and his abrupt retirement from concert performance to
communicate solely through electronic and print media. And finally, he takes a detailed look at
the extraordinary phenomenon of the posthumous “life” that Gould and his work have enjoyed.
The deepest and most varied of the Tang Dynasty poets, Tu Fu (Du Fu) is, in the words of
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David Hinton, the “first complete poetic sensibility in Chinese literature.” Tu Fu merged the
public and the private, often in the same poem, as his subjects ranged from the horrors of war
to the delights of friendship, from closely observed landscapes to remembered dreams, from
the evocation of historical moments to a wry lament over his own thinning hair. Although Tu Fu
has been translated often, and often brilliantly, David Hawkes’s classic study, first published in
1967, is the only book that demonstrates in depth how his poems were written. Hawkes
presents thirty-five poems in the original Chinese, with a pinyin transliteration, a character-by-
character translation, and a commentary on the subject, the form, the historical background,
and the individual lines. There is no other book quite like it for any language: a nuts-and-bolts
account of how Chinese poems in general, and specifically the poems of one of the world’s
greatest poets, are constructed. It’s an irresistible challenge for readers to invent their own
translations.
Natsume Soseki (1867-1916) was the foremost Japanese novelist of the twentieth century,
known for such highly acclaimed works as Kokoro, Sanshiro, and I Am a Cat. Yet he began his
career as a literary theorist and scholar of English literature. In 1907, he published Theory of
Literature, a remarkably forward-thinking attempt to understand how and why we read. The
text anticipates by decades the ideas and concepts of formalism, structuralism, reader-
response theory, and postcolonialism, as well as cognitive approaches to literature that are
only now gaining traction. Employing the cutting-edge approaches of contemporary psychology
and sociology, Soseki created a model for studying the conscious experience of reading
literature as well as a theory for how the process changes over time and across cultures. Along
with Theory of Literature, this volume reproduces a later series of lectures and essays in which
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Soseki continued to develop his theories. By insisting that literary taste is socially and
historically determined, Soseki was able to challenge the superiority of the Western canon, and
by grounding his theory in scientific knowledge, he was able to claim a universal validity.
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